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SUMMARY

Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) studies have revealed brain gray matter (GM) abnormalities 
in cirrhotic patients with and without hepatic encephalopathy. However, these findings 
are heterogeneous and have not been quantitatively reviewed. Here, we aimed to conduct 
a meta-analysis that integrated the existing VBM studies, to determine concordant GM 
alterations in patients with cirrhosis. A systematic search was conducted for the whole-brain 
VBM studies comparing cirrhotic patients with healthy controls. Coordinates were extracted 
from clusters with significant GM differences. Meta-analysis was performed using activation 
likelihood estimation method. We included 7 studies with 11 datasets comprising 271 cirrhotic 
patients and 215 healthy controls. Voxel-based meta-analysis identified consistent regions of 
GM alterations within both cortical and subcortical structures in cirrhotic patients relative to 
control subjects, including GM atrophy in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), basal ganglia, 
medial frontal gyrus, and cerebellum as well as GM increment in the thalamus. The current 
meta-analysis is, to our knowledge, the first to demonstrate a characteristic pattern of GM 
anomalies that will contribute to the understanding of neuropathophysiological mechanisms 
underlying cirrhosis. 
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Introduction

Cirrhosis has a critical neuropsychiatric 
complication of cognitive decline, which will 
develop gradually into hepatic encephalopathy 
(HE) [1-3]. HE is regarded as a continuum 
ranging from minimal HE (MHE) to overt 
HE (OHE), rather than distinct stages [4]. 
Patients with HE have a wide spectrum 
of manifestations, including intellectual 

impairment, neuromuscular dysfunction, 
personality changes, and disorientation; even 
cirrhotic patients with normal mental status 
may be found to have abnormalities in cognitive 
function that will cause poor quality of life [4,5]. 
To date, the methods used to explore the brain 
function in cirrhotic patients are mainly based 
on neuropsychometric or neurophysiologic 
testing, and other clinical findings [4,6,7]. 
However, there exist no unbiased biomarkers 
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determine the GM structural abnormalities 
underlying cirrhosis with and without HE. We 
speculated that widespread GM deficits would 
be detected within the cortical and subcortical 
regions in cirrhotic patients.

Materials and Methods

 � Search Strategies and Study Selection

This meta-analysis was performed according 
to the Meta-Analysis of Observational Studies 
in Epidemiology (MOOSE) criteria [31]. The 
search was conducted in February 2016, and 
no time span was specified for the dates of 
publication. Studies considered for inclusion in 
the meta-analysis were identified from exhaustive 
searches using PubMed, Web of Knowledge, 
Embase and Science Direct using the terms 
“cirrhosis,” “cirrhotic,” “hepatic failure,” “liver 
failure,” or “hepatic encephalopathy,” plus 
“voxel-based morphometry,” “voxel-based,” 
“morphometry” or “VBM.” We restricted our 
search to humans. In addition, we reviewed 
manually the references cited in articles that were 
retrieved. We extracted demographic data from 
each article, including the first author’s name, 
year of publication, journal title, total patient 
number, sex distribution, patient mean age and 
range, the method of matching, and statistic 
thresholds.

Studies were selected according to the following 
inclusion criteria: (1) published as an article (and 
not a letter or an abstract); (2) comparisons of 
cirrhotic patients with healthy control groups; 
(3) used the whole-brain VBM procedure to 
analyze GM alterations; (4) clearly reported 
Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) or 
Talairach coordinates of the activation areas (x, 
y, z). Studies reporting only findings for specific 
ROIs were not included in the present meta-
analysis. In cases where the overlapping samples 
were used in separate articles, we only included 
the data from the analysis of the largest sample. 
Two independent reviewers (CYC and FY) 
evaluated the methodology and the risk of bias 
of the eligible studies. Any disagreements were 
assessed by the third reviewer (RJ). The majority 
opinion was used for final analysis. 

 � Data extraction

The x, y, and z peak activation coordinates 
of all eligible contrasts constituted the meta-
analysis input. The data from the originally 
reported in Talairach spaces were converted 
to MNI coordinates [32]. The data from MNI 

to validate the diagnosis. A growing body of 
evidence has investigated the key brain regions 
involved in the pathophysiological markers of 
cirrhosis through previous neuroimaging studies 
using conventional magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI), MR spectroscopy (MRS), diffusion 
tensor imaging (DTI), functional MRI (fMRI), 
and positron emission tomography (PET) [8-12]. 
Despite extensive research, the neuroanatomical 
changes and neuropathophysiological 
mechanisms underlying cirrhosis are not fully 
understood. 

Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) is an 
automated whole brain-based method which 
performs a voxel-wise comparison of the local 
concentration of gray matter (GM) between 
patients and healthy controls, which has 
accuracy comparable with manual volumetry 
and overcomes the technical limitations of 
region-of-interest (ROI) approaches [13,14]. 
VBM has been widely applied in characterizing 
subtle changes of brain structures in diverse 
neuropsychiatric diseases [14]. Previous VBM 
studies have identified the GM abnormalities that 
are associated with cirrhosis [15]. Nonetheless, 
these studies reported relatively inconsistent 
results. Several researches demonstrated the 
increased GM volumes in thalamus between 
cirrhotic patients and healthy controls [16-20], 
but not in others [21,22]. Moreover, various 
GM alterations were revealed in different clinical 
stages of cirrhosis [17,18]. These reported 
discrepancies can potentially be attributed to the 
limited sample size, variable clinical aetiologies 
and imaging parameters. Thus, there is an urgent 
need of meta-analysis to confirm concordant 
results concerning the role of GM anomalies as 
common markers in patients with cirrhosis.

Activation likelihood estimation (ALE) is the 
most common coordinate-based meta-analytic 
method for meta-analyses of neuroimaging 
literature to identify brain locations showing 
a consistent response across experiments. This 
approach is based on the collection of peak 
coordinates from each study included in the 
meta-analysis rather than the input of raw images 
[23-26]. ALE technique has been successfully 
applied to neuroimaging studies of various 
neurological or psychiatric disorders, such as 
schizophrenia [27], epilepsy [28], Parkinson’s 
disease [29], and narcolepsy [30]; however, to 
our knowledge, no meta-analysis of VBM studies 
of cirrhosis has been reported. Therefore, our 
current study aimed to quantitatively conduct 
a meta-analysis using the ALE algorithm to 
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coordinates were texted and implemented in 
GingerALE 2.3.3 (http://brainmap.org/ale/, 
Research Imaging Institute of the University 
of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, 
Texas).

 � ALE meta-analysis

Ginger ALE software was used to compare the 
GM changes between cirrhotic patients and 
healthy controls. The reported loci of maximal 
anatomical differences were modelled as the 
peaks of three-dimensional Gaussian probability 
density functions defined by the full-width 
at half-maximum (FWHM), which was set 
according to a quantitative uncertainty model 
[23,25]. ALE values were calculated on a voxel-
by-voxel basis by measuring the union model 
activation (MA) maps modelled above. This 
revised analysis tested for convergence by studies 
(random effects) instead of foci (fixed effects). 
These maps were finally threshold at P<0.05, 
corrected for multiple comparisons using false-
discovery rate (FDR; q) [23,33]. The volume of 
the minimum cluster threshold was set at 200 
mm3. The coordinates of the weighted centre 
were generated for each cluster. The resulting 
significant anatomical areas were labeled based 
on probabilistic cytoarchitectonic maps of the 
human brain using the SPM Anatomy Toolbox 
v2.1 [34].

Results were visualized with Mango software 
(http://ric.uthscsa.edu/mango/mango.html), 
using the Colin brain template in the MNI space 
(http://www.brainmap.org/ale).

Results

 � Study selection

The initial search identified 66 possible articles 
after the duplicates were removed. Fifty-nine 
articles were excluded after the abstract and 
full-text articles selection. Finally, the search 
strategy identified that a total of 7 VBM studies 
met the inclusion criterion of comparing GM 
alterations between patients with cirrhosis and 
healthy controls [16-22]. No additional articles 
were found in the reference lists of the selected 
studies. In 2 studies, the analyses were performed 
based on 3 different subgroups of patients with 
cirrhosis, who were then compared with the 
same healthy control groups [17,18]. Therefore, 
we treated these studies as unique studies, with 
each patient subgroup included independently 
in the meta-analysis; a total of 11 datasets 
were ultimately included in the meta-analysis. 

Our final sample comprised 271 patients with 
cirrhosis and 215 healthy controls. Figure 1 
shows the identification and attrition of the 
studies. The clinical and demographic data of 
the participants from all recruited studies are 
presented in Table 1. The subjects of patients 
and controls from each study are generally 
comparable by age, sex, and education. 

 � Voxel-wise meta-analysis

In the voxel-wise meta-analysis, a total of 
129 peak foci were reported. Compared with 
healthy controls, patients with cirrhosis had GM 
reductions in the bilateral anterior cingulate 
cortex (ACC), caudate nucleus and putamen. 
GM decreases were also observed in the left 
medial frontal gyrus, cerebellar anterior lobe and 
cerebellar posterior lobe (Figure 2). In addition, 
GM increases were detected in the bilateral 
thalamus. Table 2 displays the coordinates of 
cluster maxima.

Discussions

The current study is the first whole-brain 
structural meta-analysis exploring the GM 
changes in cirrhotic patients with and without 
a complication of HE. By analysing 11 datasets 
from 7 VBM studies, the voxel-based meta-
analysis identified consistent regions of GM 

Figure 1: Search strategy used for the inclusion of the studies considered in the current meta-
analysis.
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Table 1:  List of all studies included in the meta-analysis: subjects’ demographic and clinical characteristics. HE, hepatic encephalopathy; MHE, minimal HE; 
OHE, overt HE; NA, not available; SPM, statistical parametric mapping; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; FDR, false discovery rate; FWE, family-wise error;

Study Journal Type of patients
Child-
Pugh's 
class: A/B/C

Sample/male Mean age  ±  SD
Matched 
control

Foci 
NO.

Scanner SPM
Smoothing 
kernel (mm)

Statistical 
threshold

Measure
Tal or 
MNI

patients control patients control

Guevara,2011
Journal of 
Hepatology

cirrhosis without 
OHE,18 MHE 
included

17/13/18 48/30 51/23 61±9 60 ± 11 age, sex 22 1.5T GE 2 NA
P<0.05,FDR 
corrected

GMD MNI

Iwasa,2012
Metabolic 
brain disease

cirrhosis,4 OHE 
included

11/4/3 18/5 16/7 65.7 ± 8.6 68.7 ± 7.4 age 5
1.5T 
Philips

8 8
p<0.001, 
uncorrected

GMV Tal

Chen,2012
European 
Journal of 
Radiology

cirrhosis with OHE 3/8/10 21/18 20/17 51.9 ± 9.8 51.2 ± 7.7
age, sex, 
education

24
1.5T 
Toshiba

5 8
P<0.05,FWE 
corrected

GMV MNI

cirrhosis with OHE 11/NA 14

*Zhang,2012 Plos one cirrhosis with MHE 32/23/5 18/NA 40/26 49.7 ± 10.1
49.8 ± 
11.8

age, sex 13
3.0T 
Siemens

8 8
P<0.01,FDR 
corrected

GMV MNI

cirrhosis without 
HE 

31/NA 9

Qi,2013
European 
Radiology

cirrhosis with MHE 12/12/1 25/18 25/18 56.16 ± 6.25
53.72 ± 
8.51

age, sex 15
3.0T 
Siemens

8 8
P<0.05,FDR 
corrected

GMV MNI

cirrhosis without 
HE

10/8/6 24/16 47.17 ± 11.43 4

*Tao,2013
European 
Journal of 
Radiology

cirrhosis with MHE 4/6/13 23/17 33/22 44.73 ± 10.34
45.18 ± 
10.76

age, sex, 
education

7
3.0T 
Siemens

8 8
P<0.05,FDR 
corrected

GMV MNI

cirrhosis with OHE 0/2/22 24/17 47.08 ± 11.46 11

Lin,2014 Plos one cirrhosis with MHE 0/17/9 28/24 30/19 51.1 ± 8.4 52.8 ± 9.8 age, sex 5 3.0T GE 8 8
P<0.05,FWE 
corrected

GMV MNI

*These two studies have subgroups of cirrhotic patients without HE, with MHE, and with OHE.

Figure 2: Gray matter reductions in cirrhotic patients compared with healthy controls. Results are from the ALE software for meta-analyses. All 
activations are significant at P<0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons using the FDR correction. ACC, Anterior Cingulate Cortex; CN, Caudate Nucleus; 
CAL, Cerebellar Anterior Lobe; CPL, Cerebellar Posterior Lobe; MFG, Medial Frontal Gyrus; Pt, Putamen; Tha, Thalamus; L, left; R, right.
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reductions within the ACC, basal ganglia, 
medial frontal gyrus, and cerebellum in 
cirrhotic patients compared with control subjects; 
increased GM volumes were only demonstrated 
in the thalamic regions. Taken together, cirrhosis-
induced neuropsychiatric impairment is believed 
to be associated with diffuse GM deficits involving 
both the cortical and subcortical structures, which 
will enhance a more comprehensive understanding 
of neuropathological mechanisms of this disorder.

 � Anterior cingulate cortex

The attention deficit is the earliest and most 
striking finding in cirrhotic patients, which is due 
in part to the dysfunction of the ACC [35]. The 
ACC is considered as a critical region involved 
in attention function that subserves cognitive 
and emotional processing [36]. Moreover, the 
ACC also belongs to the default mode network 
(DMN), which is the most important resting-
state network [37]. Previous VBM studies 
confirmed the GM reduction of the ACC 
mainly in cirrhotic patients with HE [16,18]. 
In addition, aberrant metabolites, blood flow, 
and neural activity have been identified in the 
ACC in cirrhosis with and without HE [38-42]. 
Using PET, Kato et al. showed decreased cerebral 
glucose metabolism of the ACC in subclinical HE 
[38]. Using MRS, Zhang et al. demonstrated that 
lower ratio of choline (Cho)/creatine (Cr) and high 
ratio of glutamine (Glx)/Cr were found in the ACC 
in MHE patients [40]. Using resting-state fMRI, 
disrupted functional connectivity in the ACC 
was observed in cirrhotic patients whom further 
deteriorated with the increasing severity of HE 
[41]. These findings suggest that the ACC plays 
a pivotal role in the neuropathology underlying 
cirrhosis. Future studies are required to evaluate the 
relationship between the volumetric and functional 
abnormalities of the ACC in cirrhotic patients. 

 � Basal ganglia 

The basal ganglia, mainly the bilateral caudate 
nucleus and putamen, exhibited remarkable 
atrophy in the current meta-analysis, similar 
to most VBM studies [16-21]. Subcortical 
structures, especially the basal ganglia, are 
implicated in brain dysfunction induced by 
hepatic dysmetabolism [43]. Neuronal cell 
loss has been proved in basal ganglia samples 
obtained at autopsy from cirrhotic patients 
[44]. Likewise, selective loss of the dopamine 
D2 receptor in the basal ganglia closely links 
to the development of HE [45]. One PET 
study revealed the redistribution of ammonia 
metabolism from cortical regions to basal ganglia 

during acute HE in cirrhosis [46]. Moreover, 
patients with cirrhosis have bilateral symmetric 
hyperintensity of the basic ganglia in conventional 
T1-weighted MR images [47]. The basal ganglia 
also showed disrupted spontaneous neural activity 
and functional connectivity in cirrhosis with or 
without HE through resting-state fMRI approach 
[12,48-50]. Together with the functional imaging 
investigations, our results suggested that GM 
atrophy in the basal ganglia in cirrhotic patients 
might serve as a potential imaging biomarker for 
monitoring its progression.

 � Medial frontal gyrus

As a key region of the dorsal attention network 
(DAN), the medial frontal gyrus also exhibited 
GM reduction in cirrhotic patients. DAN is 
involved in many higher-order cognitive tasks 
and shows activity increases after presentation 
of cues indicating where, when, or to what 
subjects should direct their attention [51]. As 
discussed above, the attention impairment has 
been confirmed in cirrhosis, which often in 
turn leads to learning deficits and dysfunction 
of working memory [35,52]. Additionally, 
several resting-state fMRI studies have reported 
abnormal functional connectivity within the 
DAN in patients with cirrhosis [53,54]. In 
this study, there existed GM atrophy in two 
important regions linked to attention function 
(i.e. ACC and medial frontal gyrus), indicating 
the disruption of DAN associated with cirrhosis.

 � Cerebellum 

Interestingly, significant GM reductions were 
detected not only in the cerebral cortex but in 
the cerebellum. Previous reported observations 

Table 2: Regions  of  GM  alterations  in  cirrhosis  relative  to  healthy  controls.

Brain regions BA MNI Coordinates
x, y, z (mm) ALE extrema value Cluster size

(mm3)
Cirrhosis<Controls
R Anterior Cingulate Cortex 32 10, 36, 20 0.0308 2168
L Anterior Cingulate Cortex 32 -2, 30, 24 0.0236
L Cerebellar Anterior Lobe 0, -62, -28 0.0273 1928
L Caudate Nucleus -12, 16, -2 0.0337 1768
R Caudate Nucleus 14, 18, -2 0.0364 2136
L Putamen -22, -2, -12 0.0367 1504
R Putamen 28, -2, -14 0.0312 1160
L Cerebellar Posterior Lobe -18, -54, -46 0.0249 936
L Medial Frontal Gyrus 9 -4, 48, 28 0.0171 408
Cirrhosis>Controls
L Thalamus -8, -18, 10 0.0330 3144
R Thalamus 12, -18, 12 0.0190 1936
ALE, activation likelihood estimation; BA, Brodmann area; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; 
L, left; R, right.
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using animal models demonstrated that the 
cerebellum is more likely to be affected by the 
detrimental effects of hyperammonemia [55,56]. 
Schmahmann et al. demonstrated that the 
anterior cerebellum engages in regulating motor 
controlling as well as the posterior cerebellum 
involves in cognitive processing and emotion 
mediation [57]. Besides, the left cerebellum is 
responsible for attention function and visuo-
spatial skill while the right cerebellum regulates 
logical reasoning and language processing [58]. 
Thus, the atrophy in the left cerebellar lobe may 
reflect the shortened attention span and deficit 
in visuo-spatial reasoning in cirrhotic patients. 
Compared to controls, patients with low-grade 
HE showed decreased amplitude of low-frequency 
fluctuations (ALFF) in left posterior cerebellar lobe 
[59]. Using arterial spin labeling (ASL) technique, 
Felipo et al. detected increased blood flow in 
cerebellar hemisphere and vermis that correlated with 
performance in most tests of Psychometric Hepatic 
Encephalopathy Score (PHES) [60]. Similarly, 
enhanced regional homogeneity (ReHo) was observed 
in bilateral anterior cerebellar lobes [61]. On the basis 
of the aforementioned findings, we suggest that many 
functions modulated by cerebellum are affected by 
cirrhosis and that cerebellum is more susceptible than 
other areas in cirrhotic patients. Nevertheless, the 
underlying mechanisms by which the cirrhosis results 
in the aberrant cerebellar function still require further 
investigation.

 � Thalamus

By contrast, one important finding in the 
meta-analysis was the increased GM volume of 
bilateral thalamus in cirrhotic patients with or 
without HE. The thalamus, a key component 
of the cortical-basal ganglia-thalamic circuits, 
is regarded as a filter for sensory input to the 
cortex [62]. Moreover, the thalamus may serve 
as a crucial center for the integration of networks 
that underlie the ability to modulate behaviors 
[63]. In this study, we hypothesized that 
thalamic enlargement, accompanied by reduced 
GM volumes in basal ganglia and medial frontal 
gyrus, might represent an activity-dependent 
hypertrophy of relay nuclei within dysfunctional 
motor circuits [63]. Previous PET studies have 
reported increased cerebral blood flow and 
glucose metabolism in the thalami of cirrhotic 
patients, supporting that increased thalamic 
volume might represent a compensatory effect for 
the basal ganglia dysfunction [64,65]. However, 
Qi et al investigated the decreased connectivity 
between thalamus and cerebral cortex, and basal 
ganglia, indicating the disturbed integrity of 

thalamic resting-state network in cirrhosis [66]. 
These results suggest that further work is needed 
to determine how the cirrhosis disrupts the 
normal thalamo-cortical interactions.

 � Limitations

Several practical constraints should be noted in 
our study. First, the heterogeneity of the included 
VBM studies could not be entirely ruled out, such 
as the demographics of patients (e.g. cirrhosis with 
or without HE, aetiology, and medication treatment), 
different smoothing kernels and statistical thresholds. 
Second, voxel-wise meta-analytic approach like ALE 
provides excellent control of false positive results, 
but it is more difficult to avoid false negatives [67]. 
Furthermore, voxel-wise meta-analysis is based on 
the pooling of peak stereotactic coordinates rather 
than on raw statistical brain maps from the original 
studies, which could give rise to less accurate results 
[67]. Finally, the number of included VBM studies 
and datasets is relatively small. Further explorations are 
required to perform the subgroup analyses or meta-
regression analyses for the control of confounding 
factors that might influence brain structural changes 
in cirrhosis, such as the grade of hepatic function and 
various aetiologies.

Conclusions

In summary, using the ALE method of meta-
analysis, our study demonstrated consistent GM 
reductions in cirrhotic patients with and without 
HE progression, specifically in the ACC, basal 
ganglia, medial frontal gyrus, and cerebellum as 
well as GM increment in the thalamus. Severe 
GM deficits involving in both cortical and 
subcortical regions may predict the functional 
impairments in cirrhotic patients. Future large 
longitudinal and multicenter VBM studies will 
investigate whether this GM atrophy pattern is a 
valuable diagnostic and prognostic biomarker for 
cirrhosis-induced neuropsychiatric impairment. 
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